
Name:  ____________________________             Spelling List C-28
     

         Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  I found a great websight for learning about sea life. 1.  ____________________

2.   Riley likes to eat eggs and bacon for breakfast. 2.  ____________________

3.  Bridgette has a baskit on the front of her bicycle.  3.  ____________________

4.  The signe says, “Please keep off the grass.” 4._____________________

5.  Can you believe it's already Monday again?  5.  ____________________

6.  Carmen likes to play tennis almost every day.     6.  ____________________

7.  Rohit goes to bed betwean 8:30 and 9 pm.  7.  ____________________

8.  Our class formed groups to discuse the movie.  8.  ____________________

9.  The police directed traffic when the traffic light 9.  ____________________
           went out. 

10. There are more than seven bilion people in the world.  10.  ____________________
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11.  The dancers will enter the stage when the music begins. 11.  __________________

12.  Brinley's family adopted a kitten from the animal shelter. 12.  __________________

13.  Bengal tigers are in danger of becoming extinct. 13.  __________________

14.  Edmond's dad works in a lumbar yard. 14.  __________________

15.  My uncle's black lab does not behave well with strangers. 15.  __________________
        
                 

 Review Words 

16.  I have a cealing fan over my bed.       16.  ___________________
  

17.  Tammy's neighber invited her to come over for lunch. 17.  ___________________

18.  The bride and groom rode in a horse-drawn carriage.        18.  ___________________

 Challenge Words 

19.   Gabe wants to become a professional athleate. 19.  ___________________

20.   The idea was so brilliant that I wish I had thought of it 20.  ___________________
        myself!
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ANSWER KEY
     

           Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  I found a great websight for learning about sea life. 1.  website

2.   Riley likes to eat eggs and bacon for breakfast. 2.  CORRECT

3.  Bridgette has a baskit on the front of her bicycle.  3.  basket

4.  The signe says, “Please keep off the grass.” 4. sign

5.  Can you believe it's already Monday again?  5.  CORRECT

6.  Carmen likes to play tennis almost every day.     6.  CORRECT

7.  Rohit goes to bed betwean 8:30 and 9 pm.  7.  between

8.  Our class formed groups to discuse the movie.  8.  discuss

9.  The police directed traffic when the traffic light 9.  CORRECT
went out. 

10. There are more than seven bilion people in the world.  10.  billion
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Name:  ____________________________

11.  The dancers will enter the stage when the music begins. 11.  CORRECT

12.  Brinley's family adopted a kitten from the animal shelter. 12.  CORRECT

13.  Bengal tigers are in danger of becoming extinct. 13.  CORRECT

14.  Edmond's dad works in a lumbar yard. 14.  lumber

15.  My uncle's black lab does not behave well with strangers. 15.  CORRECT
        
                 

 Review Words 

16.  I have a cealing fan over my bed.       16.  ceiling
  

17.  Tammy's neighber invited her to come over for lunch. 17.  neighbor

18.  The bride and groom rode in a horse-drawn carriage.        18.  CORRECT

 Challenge Words 

19.   Gabe wants to become a professional athleate. 19.  athlete

20.   The idea was so brilliant that I wish I had thought of it 20.  CORRECT
        myself!
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